In the paper the notion of the conceptual operational semantics of a programming language is proposed. This formalism represents operational semantics of a programming language in terms of its conceptual model based on conceptual transition systems. The special kind of conceptual transition systems, operational conceptual transition systems, oriented to specification of conceptual operational semantics of programming languages is defined, the extension of the language of conceptual transition systems CTSL for operational conceptual transition systems is described, and the technique of the use of the extended CTSL as a domain-specific language of specification of conceptual operational semantics of programming languages is proposed. The conceptual operational semantics for the family of sample programming languages illustrate this technique.
Introduction
This paper relates to the development of operational semantics of programming languages.
Following [1] , we distinguish two parts of the operational semantics of a programming language. The structural part defines how the elements of the language relate to runtime elements that an abstract machine of the programming language can use at runtime. The structural part is called instantiation semantics or structure-only semantics [2] . The dynamic part describes the actual state changes that take place at runtime.
The notion of the conceptual model of a programming language is proposed in [3] . This formalism describes the instantiation semantics at the conceptual level. The conceptual model is specified in terms of conceptual transition systems (CTSs) in the language of conceptual transition systems CTSL [3] . structure $ is an instance in ⟦$ ⟧ if $ is an instance in ⟦$ , $ ⟧ for some $ . 
Operational conceptual transition systems
Operational CTSs (OCTSs) are the special kind of CTSs used to describe operational semantics of program systems and programming languages. Let $$ be a set of OCTSs.
The A partial function $ ∈ $$ → $$ is an atomic transition relation specification if $ ∈ $$ ⟦↪⟧, and ↪ is defined by the following rules (the first proper rule is applied):
, and $ is an instance in
(backtracking $s ((execute program element) $e ($na^ * ))) $e^ * # $s;
, and $ is not an instance in
A state $ is consistent in ⟦$ ⟧ if the following properties hold:
 the set of bactracking invariants in ⟦$ ⟧ is finite;
The CTSL language
The CTSL language is extended for operational CTSs by adding transition rules and extended transition rules. Let {$ * } ⊆ {$ * }, the elements of the sequence $ * are pairwise disjoint, 
is called an extended rule. It is defined as follows:
is a shortcut for
where is a new state that does not occur in the initial form.
is a shortcut for The executable elements ( $ h $e * 1 $e * 2) and ( $ $e * 1 $e * 2) are defined in section 6.7. The executable elements ($ ), ($ ) and ($ ) are defined in section 7.4.
Let $$ be a set of extended transition rules. For simplicity, we omit the names of transition relations and transition rules.
Values
The executable elements handling the transition value are defined in this section.
An element $ of the form $ : : { } is called a quoted element. It is defined as follows: The element is defined by the rule
The element is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies that $ equals . It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies that $ does not equal . It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is an exception. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is abnormal. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifying that $ is normal. It is defined by the rule
The element $ of the form ( h: : { } $ $ * ) is called a value handler. It is defined as follows:
where
The elements $ and $ * 1 are called a variable and body in ⟦$ ⟧. The element $ replaces all occurences of the variable $ in the body $ * 1 by the current value, resets the current value to and executes the modified body.
The element $ of the form ( h $ $ * ) is called an exception handler. It is defined as follows:
The elements $ and $ * are called a variable and body in ⟦$ ⟧. If the current value is defined, the element $ replaces all occurences of the variable $ in the body $ * 1 by the current value, resets the current value to and executes the modified body. It propagates .
The element ( ) returns the current value. It is defined by the rule
The element (( ) $ ) replaces the current value to $ , where $ is the value of $ . It is defined as follows:
The element ((catch exception) t) catches an exception of the type $ . It is defined by the rule
Integers
The executable elements handling integers are defined in this section.
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is a natural number. It is defined as follows:
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is an integer. It is defined as follows:
The element $ is defined by the rules
If $ 1 and $ 2 are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element
It is defined as follows: 
The elements ($ 1 $ $ 2), where $ ∈ {<=, >, >=}, specifying the integer relations ≤, > and ≥, are defined in the similar way.
Boolean values
The executable elements handling boolean values are defined in this section.
The element is defined by the rule:
If $ 1 and $ 2 are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 $ 2) specifies the conjunction of $ 1 and $ 2. It is defined by the rule:
If $ 
If $ is a value of $ , then the element ( $ ) specifies the negation of $ . It is defined by the
Conceptual structures
The executable elements handling conceptual structures are defined in this section.
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is an atom. It is defined as follows:
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is a compound structure. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( )) specifies that $ is an absolutely typed structure. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( )) specifies that $ is a relatively typed structure. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is an empty structure. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is not an empty structure. It is defined by the rule
The empty structure is defined by the rule
The element ($ ($ * )) specifies that the value of ($ $ ) does not equal for each element $ of $ . It is defined by the rule
If $ is a value of $ , then the element ( $ ) specifies the length of $ . It is defined as follows:
If $ 1 and $ 2 are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 = $ 2) specifies the equality of $ 1 and $ 2. It is defined as follows:
If $ 1 and $ 2 are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 ! = $22) specifies the inequality of the structures $ 1 and $ 2. It is defined by the rule
If $ is a value of $ , then the conceptual structure access operation ($ . $ ) returns
It is defined as follows:
If $ and $ are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the conceptual structure access operation
If $ and $ are values of $ and $ 1, then the conceptual structure update operation
where ($ . $ : = $ ): :
The conceptual structure update operation ($ . $ : =) is a shortcut for ($ . $ : = ).
The conceptual structure update operation ($ . $ 1 : = $ 1, . . . , $ $ : = $ $ ), where $ > 1, is defined as follows:
If $ , $ and $ are values of $e1, $e2 and $e3, then the conceptual structure update operation
If $ 1 and $ 2 are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 + $ 2) specifies the concatenation of $ 1 and $ 2. It is defined by the rules
If $ and $ are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 . + $ 2) specifies the addition of the element $ to the head of $ . It is defined by the rules
If $ and $ are values of $ 2 and $ 1, then the element ($ 1 +. $ 2) specifies the addition of the element $ to the tail of $ . It is defined by the rules
If $ and $ are values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ( $ 1 $ 2) returns
It is defined by the rule The element ( : : { } $ 1 $ 2) is defined by the rules
h ( 1 ( − 1) (( : : { } 1) +. : : { })).
The element ( $ ) is defined by the rule
Sets
The element ($ ) specifies that the elements of the compound structure $ are pairwise distinct is defined as follows:
If $ and $ are values of $ 2 and $ 1, then the element ($ 1 +. ∷ { } $ 2) specifies the addition of the element $ to the set $ . It is defined by the rule
If $ and $ are values of $ 2 and $ 1, then the element ($ 1 −. ∷ { } $ 2) specifies the deletion of the element $ from the set $ . It is defined by the rule
is a set, and
If $ and $ are the values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 $ 2) specifies that $ is an element of $ . It is defined as follows:
If $ 1 and $ 2 are the values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ($ 1 : : { } $ 2)
specifies that $ 1 includes the elements of $ 1. It is defined as follows:
If $ 1 and $ 2 are the values of $ 1 and $ 2, then the element ( : : { } $ 1 $ 2)
specifies that $ 1 and $ 1 have no common elements. It is defined as follows: 
States
The executable elements handling states are defined in this section.
The state access operation ( ) returns the current state is defined by the rule:
If $ is a value of $ , then the element (( ) $ ) replaces the current state to $ . It is defined as follows: 
If $ is a value of $ , then the state update operation ( : = $ ) replaces the current state by
It is defined by the rule
The state update operation (. : = $ ) is an alias for ( : = $ ). It is defined by the rule
The state update operation ( : =) and (. 
Statements
The executable elements called statements are defined in this section. They are similar to statements in programming languages.
The element does nothing. It is defined as follows:
The element $ of the form ( * ) is called a sequential composition. It is defined by the rule
The elements of $ * are called elements in ⟦$ ⟧, and $ * is called a body in ⟦$ ⟧. The element $ executes its elements sequentially from left to right.
The element $ of the form ( $ h $ * 1 $ * 2) is called a conditional element. It is defined as follows:
The objects $ , $ * 1 and $ * 2 are called a condition, then-branch and else-branch in ⟦$ ⟧. The
The conditional element ( ∷ { } $ h $ * 1 $ * 2) is defined by the rule
The conditional element
where $ $ 1 ∈ {[ ], } for each 1 ≤ $ 1 ≤ $ , is defined by the rules
The element $ of the form ( $ $ * 1 $ * 2) is defined as follows:
The elements $ , $ * 1 and $ * 2 are called a variable, value specifier and body in ⟦$ ⟧.
The element $ of the form ( ∷ { } $ $ * 1 $ * 2) is defined by the rules
The element $ of the form ( ∷ { } $ * $ * 1 $ * 2), where
defined by the rules 
The element $ of the form ( : { , } $ * $ * 1 $ * 2), where
is defined by the rules
The element $ of the form ( h $ $ * 1) is called a while statement. It is defined by the
The objects $ and $ * 1 are called a condition and body in ⟦$ ⟧.
The element $ of the form ( h $ $ 1 $ * 1) is called a foreach statement. It is defined by the rule
h ( h: : { } 1 ∷ { * } _ )).
The objects $ , $ 1 and $ * 1 are called an iteration variable, iteration structure specifier and
is a value of $ 1, then the element $ executes sequentially $ * 1 for values of $ from the structure ($ * ).
The element ( h: : { } ($ * ) $ * ) is defined by the rules
Countable concepts
The executable elements handling countable concepts are defined in this section. The element ($ ( )) specifies that $ is a countable concept. it is defined by the rule
The element ($ $ ) specifies that $ is an instance of $ . It is defined by the rule
h (( 1: : { } = 2: : { }) (0 < ) ( <= (. {(( ) 2)})))).
The element (( ) $ ) generates a new instance of the countable concept $ and adds this concept if it was not. It is defined by the rule 
Rules
The executable elements handling rules are defined in this section.
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is a rule. It is defined as follows:
The element ($ ( )) specifies that $ is an extended rule. It is defined as follows:
An element $ is a name if $ is normal. Let $$ be a set of names.
The element ($ ) specifies that $ is a name. It is defined by the rule
The element $ : $ adds the rule $ with the name $ into [. { }]. It is defined by the rule
h ({ } : = ((. { }) . { } : = : : { }))).
The element $ : $ adds the rule $ with the name $ into [. { }], where $ is a shortcut for $ . It is defined as follows:
h ({ } : = ((. { }) . { } ≔ ( )))).
The element ( $ ) returns $ , where $ is a shortcut for $ . It is defined as follows:
where ( $ ): : { } $ * # $ ↪ ⟦$ ⟧ $ * # $ # $ , where $ is a shortcut for $ .
The pattern matching
The executable elements handling the pattern matching are defined in this section.
The conditional pattern matching element $ of the form
where ($ ($ * ) ($ * )) is a pattern specification, executes $ * 1 if $ 1 matches $ and executes $ * 2, otherwise. It is defined as follows:
where 
(
The semantics of the extension
of the selection element is similar to the semantics of the extension of the conditional pattern matching element. The conceptual operational semantics for the family of model programming languages (MPLs) is defined in this section. These languages has been described and their conceptual models has been defined in [1] .
Examples of conceptual operational semantics of programming languages

MPL1: types, typed variables and basic statements
The MPL1 language [1] is an extension of CTSL that adds types, typed variables, the variable access operation, and the basic statements such as variable declarations, variable assignments, if statements, while statements and block statements.
The element ($ ) specifies types in MPL1. It is defined by the rules The element ($ ) specifies variables. It is defined by the rule
The program is defined by the rule
Let $$ be a set of elements called body members.
The element (( ) $ * ) collects information about members of the body $ * . It is defined by the rules
Thus, the body members in MPL1 are variables.
The variable declaration is defined by the rule
The execution of the variable declaration does not collect information about the declared variable, since the corresponding actions are performed by the element (( ) $ * ).
The variable access is defined by the rule
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The element ( $ ) returns the type of the variable or the constant $ . It is defined by the rules
The variable assignment is defined by the rule The block statement is defined by the rule
The if statement is defined by the rule
The while statement is defined by the rule
Thus, then-and else-branches of the if statement and the body of the while statement behaves as blocks.
MPL2: variable scopes
The MPL2 language [1] is an extension of MPL1 that adds the variable scopes feature. The relative scope of the variable $ occuring in the element $ is the number of blocks surrounding this occurrence of $ in $ . The value and type of $ depend on its scope. The variable $ can be global (with the scope 0) and local.
The element ( ) returns the current scope. It is defined by the rule
The same name $ can refer to different program objects. 
The element ( $ $ ) is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) is defined by the rule
The element (( ) $ * ) is defined by the rule
The element (( ): : {1} ($ * ) $ * ) is defined by the rules
Thus, it returns the set of variables declared in the body $ * .
In the case when $ is a variable, the rule for the element ( $ ) is replaced by the rule
The element ( + +) increases the value of the current scope by 1. It is defined by the rule
The element ( − −) decreases the value of the current scope by 1. It is defined by the rule
The element ( ) specifies the actions executed when the current state enters the block.
The element (( ) ($ * )) specifies the actions executed when the current state exits the block. It is defined by the rule
The element (( ) $ * ) deletes the local variables $ * with the current scope.
It is defined by the rules
The element (( ): : {1} $ $ * ) is defined by the rules
MPL3: functions
The MPL3 language [1] is an extension of MPL2 that adds the functions feature: declarations and calls of functions, and the return statement. For simplicity, function overloading is prohibited.
The element ( ) returns the current call level. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies functions. It is defined by the rule
In the case when the first element of the body $ * is a variable declaration, the rule for the element (( ): : {1} ( * ) * ) is replaced by the rule
The element (( ): : {1} ( * ) * ) is also redefined by the extra rules
Thus, body members in MPL3 are variables and functions.
The element (( ) $ $ * ) collects information about the typed arguments $ * of the body member $ . It is defined by the rule
The element (( 1) $ $ $ * ) is defined by the rules
Thus, it collects information about function arguments.
The function declaration is defined by the rule:
The execution of the function declaration does not collect information about the declared function, since the corresponding actions are performed by the element (( ) $ * ).
The return statement is defined by the rule The function call is defined by the rule
The element ($ (not admissible function body value)) specifies values that are not admissible when a function body exits. It is defined by the rule
Thus, the values that are not exceptions are not admissible in MPL3 when a function body exits.
The element (( ) $ * ) returns the values of the arguments $ * . It is defined by the rules
The element ( $ ($ * )) creates the block with the body of the function $ followed the declarations of the local variables corresponding to the arguments of $ and the assignment statements assigning the values $ * to these variables.
The element (( ) $ $ $ * ) creates the declarations of the local variables corresponding to the arguments of $ and the assignment statements assigning the values $ * to these variables. It is defined by the rules
h ()).
The element ( + +) increases the value of the current call level by 1. It is defined by the rule
The element ( − −) decreases the value of the current call level by 1. It is defined by the rule
The element ( $ ) is defined by the rules
The element ( $ $ $ ) is defined by the rules
The variable assignment is defined by the rule The element (( ) $ * ) is defined by the rules
The element (( ): : {1} $ * $ $ ) is defined by the rules
.
MPL4: procedures
The MPL4 language [1] is an extension of MPL3 that adds the procedures feature: declarations and calls of procedures, and the exit statement. For simplicity, procedure overloading is prohibited.
The sets of function names and procedure names are disjoint.
The element ($ ) specifies procedures. It is defined by the rule
The element (( ): : {1} ( * ) * ) is redefined by the extra rules
Thus, body members in MPL4 are variables, functions and procedures.
The element (( ) $ $ * ) is extended to procedures. Its definition is not changed.
The procedure declaration is defined by the rule:
The execution of the procedure declaration does not collect information about the declared procedure, since the corresponding actions are performed by the element (( ) $ * ).
The exit statement is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( )) is redefined by the extra rule
Thus, exceptions initiated by statements are not admissible in MPL4 when a function body exits.
The procedure call is defined by the rule The element ($ (not admissible procedure )) specifies exceptions that are not admissible when a procedure call exits. It is defined by the rule
Thus, exceptions initiated by statements are not admissible in MPL4 when a procedure body exits.
The elements ( $ ($ * )) and (( ) $ $ $ * ) are extended to procedures. Their definitions are not changed.
MPL5: pointers
The MPL5 language [1] is an extension of MPL4 that adds the pointers feature: the pointer types, the operations of pointer content access, variable address access and pointer deletion, statements of pointer content assignment and pointer deletion.
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The element ($ ( )) specifies pointers in MPL5. It is defined by the rule
The element ( ) specifies pointers in states. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( $ )) specifies pointers with the given content type. It is defined by the rule
h ((. {(( ) )}) = : : { })).
The element ($ ( )) specifies pointer types. It is defined by the rule
The element ( ) is redefined by the extra rule
The element $$ is defined by the rule
The element (( ) $ ) returns the content type of $ . It is defined by the rule
The pointer content access operation is defined by the rule
The pointer content assignment statement is defined by the rule The pointer addition operation is defined by the rule
({(( ) )} : = : : { }); ({( )} : = ); )).
The pointer deletion operation is defined by the rule The element ( $ $ $ ) is defined by the rules
The variable address access operation is defined by the rule
)).
The element (type va) is defined by the rule
In the case when the first element of the body $ * is a variable declaration, the rule for the element (( ): : {1} ( * ) * ) is replaced by the rule 
MPL6: jump statements
The MPL6 language [1] is an extension of MPL5 that adds the jump statements feature: break statement, continue statement, goto statement and labelled statement.
The element ( ) specifies labels. It is defined by the rule
The break statement is defined by the rule
The continue statement is defined by the rule
The goto statement is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( )) is redefined by the extra rules
Thus, exceptions initiated by , and statements are not admissible in MPL6 when a function or procedure body exits.
The label statement is defined by the rule
h (( 1 ) ( 1: : { } = : : { })) h : : { }))).
The block statement is defined by the rule
The element (( ) $ * ) collects labels from the label statements occurring in $ * . It is defined by the rules
The element (( h ) ($ * ) $ * ) catches the exceptions initiated by statements when the current block exits. It is defined by the rule The while statement is defined by the rules
MPL7: dynamic arrays
The MPL7 language [1] is an extension of MPL6 that adds the dynamic arrays feature: dynamic array types, the array element access operation and the array element assignment statement.
The element ($ ( )) specifies dynamic array types. It is defined by the rule (
The element ($ ( )) specifies array types. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( )) specifies dynamic arrays. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) specifies arrays. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ (( ) $ )) is defined by the rules
The element $ is defined by the rule
The element (( ) $ ) returns the element type of $ . It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ( $ )) specifies dynamic arrays with the given element type. It is defined by the rule
h ((( ) ) = : : { })).
h ( (( ) ) ( ): : { })).
The array content access operation is defined by the rule
The operation for arrays is defined by the rule
h ( : : { * }: : { })).
The array element access operation is defined by the rule ))).
MPL8: static arrays
The MPL8 language [1] is an extension of MPL7 that adds the static arrays feature: static array types, the array element access operation and the array element assignment statement.
The element ($ ( )) specifies static array types. It is defined by the rule
The element ($ ) is redefined by the extra rule
The element ($ ( $ $ )) specifies static arrays with the given element type and length. It is defined by the rule
h (((( ) ) = : : { }) (( ( . { })) = ))).
The element ( $ ) is defined by the rule ))).
MPL9: structures
The MPL9 language [1] is an extension of MPL8 that adds the structures feature: the structure types, the structure field access operation, structure declarations, and the structure field assignment statement.
The element ( ( 1) Thus, body members in MPL8 are variables, functions, procedures and structure types.
The element (( ) $ $ * ) declares the fields of $ . It is defined by the rules ( 
The structure declaration is defined by the rule
The execution of the structure declaration does not collect information about the declared structure type, since the corresponding actions are performed by the element (( ) $ * ).
The element ($ ( )) specifies structure types. It is defined by the rule (
h (. {(( ) )})).
The element ( $ ) returns the sequence of fields of $ . It is defined by the rule
h ( ( . {( )}) ( , ) )).
The element ($ ( $ )) checks that $ is a field of $ . It is defined by the rule
h (. {( )})).
The element ( $ $ ) returns the type of the field $ of $ . It is defined by the rule 
h (( _ ) (( ) ))).
The element ($ $ )) specifies structures with the given type. It is defined by the rule
h (( . { }) = : : { })).
The element $ is defined by the rule 
The element ($ ( $ )) checks that $ is a field of $ . It is defined by the rule (
The element ( $ $ ) returns the type of the field $ of $ . It is defined by the rule
( ))).
The structure field access operation is defined by the rule ))).
Conclusion
In the paper the notion of the conceptual operational semantics of a programming language has been proposed. The conceptual operational semantics of a programming language is an operational semantics of the programming language in terms of its conceptual model [3] . The special kind of CTSs, operational CTSs, oriented to specification of conceptual operational semantics of programming languages has been proposed, the language CTSL has been extended to this kind of CTSs, and the technique of the use of the extended CTSL as a domain-specific language for specification of conceptual operational semantics has been presented. We have conducted the incremental development of the conceptual operational semantics for the family of sample programming languages to illustrate this technique.
There is only one more approach which, like our approach, can specify both the structural and dynamic parts of the operational semantics of a programming language in quite general unified way.
This approach is based on abstract state machines (ASMs) [4] . ASMs are the special kind of transition systems in which states are algebraic systems.
The key features of our approach in comparison with the approach based on ASMs are as follows.
The instantiation semantics and, in particular, states are directly described in CTSs in ontological terms whereas its conceptual structure can be only modelled by the appropriate choice of symbols of the signature of an algebraic system.
The transition relation in ASMs is built with the finite set of algebraic operations [5] . The transition relation in operational CTSs is based on the pattern matching on the conceptual structure of states.
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The set of predefined executable elements of the CTSL language have analogues for the algebraic operations used in sequential ASMs, and also includes the elements for parsing the conceptual state structure.
The languages of executable specifications of abstract state machines AsmL [6] and XasM [7] are general-purpose languages of specification of discrete dynamic systems. They are not domainspecific languages oriented to development of operational semantics of programming languages in contrast to the CTSL language.
At present, our technique is applied to only the sequential fragments of programming languages.
We plan to extend it to the concurrent fragments of programming languages.
